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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to design and test a smartphone application which supports personalized running experiences for less experienced runners. As a result of a multidisciplinary three-step design approach Inspirun was developed. Inspirun is a personalized running-application for Android smartphones that aims to fill the gap between running on your own (static) schedule, and having a personal trainer that accommodates the schedule to your needs and profile. With the use of GPS and Bluetooth heart rate monitor support, a user's progress gets tracked. The application adjusts the training schedule after each training session, motivating the runner without a real life coach. Results from three user studies are promising; participants were very satisfied with the personalized approach, both in the profiling and adaptation of their training scheme.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in ICT and sensor technology have made it possible to study the physical aspects of human behavior on a 24/7 basis. This has resulted in an exponential increase in availability and use of physical activity related smartphone applications and activity trackers [1-3]. In spite of these many applications, research in the field of sports is, in this context, rather new and only very little research has been published. Moreover, the focus is rather on performance related aspects and sports related monitoring devices are mainly based on underlying data models and design propositions directly derived from elite and competitive sports with a strong focus on training activities where “more is better” [4]. Intelligent systems in sports have the potential to contribute to the reduction of physical inactivity, however, designing electronic monitoring and coaching devices for recreational sports participants requires a distinctive envisioning of societal and personal needs.

This paper wants to contribute to the body of research on the design of intelligent systems in recreational sports. It analyses the development of a running related intelligent system providing feedback, automatic adaptation of training schemes and coaching for recreational runners (the context of this paper). A three-step multidisciplinary design approach will be applied. First, an overview is provided of empirical literature regarding running and the use of smartphone applications and other electronic devices. A rationale for the development of a running related smartphone application will be provided. Second, the approach used to design Inspirun, a personalized smartphone application for recreational runners, will be introduced. Third, the developed running application will be presented and conclusions and implications will be discussed.

1.1. Running as an expression of unorganized sports activities with a health related focus

Physical inactivity is a growing public health concern. Although scholars consistently put emphasis on the role of physical activity in preventing diseases and reducing mortality [5-8], these and other health related arguments seem to be inadequate to...
convinced large groups of people to be more physically active. Yet, incentives such as social interaction, competition and fun, which can be considered as drivers for involvement in sports and physical activity, are key elements of individual sports such as running [9]. Running is one of the most popular forms of sports participation in Western-Europe with approximately 50 million participants [10]. This is consistent with a more general development towards more recreational and unorganized forms of sports, such as running, cycling and recreational walking [9,11,12]. These sports have in common that they (i) have a health related focus, (ii) impose very few restrictions on age, (iii) require no specific infrastructure, and (iv) can be practiced independent of time and place [13,14]. Moreover, running attracts a diversity of running participants in terms of socio-demographic variables and motives such as health, freedom, social experience, fun and performance enhancement [10,12,15]. A considerable number of them are ‘less experienced’ sports participants. The flip side of the coin is a high drop-out rate due to injuries and motivational lacks. Due to the shift from a sporting activity which was originally practiced in private track and field clubs to huge masses running individual or in small groups [16], personalized guidance and support is losing ground, often resulting in drop-out due to injuries or demotivation [17-20]. With regard to novice running substantial efforts, in terms of guidance, are necessary. This is crucial from different perspectives (including sustainability, health improvement, motivation, sustainable sports participation, etc.) and could have a considerable impact on vitality, active living and public health [14].

1.2. Wearable self-tracking products – smartphone applications

Consistent with the development towards more recreational and unorganized sports participation, there has been an exponential increase in the availability and use of sports and health related monitoring devices, such as smartphone applications, activity trackers and sports watches [1,2]. In the last decade sports participation has grown extensively, and the market has reacted to this evolution by providing sports goods and services [20,21]. Within this market, especially expenditures on wearable monitoring devices and self-tracking products are rising [14,22]. Indeed, the sporting goods industry has embraced technology in developing products that could monitor, motivate and coach people to become and keep being active [5]. This is consistent with a more general trend of self-monitoring health-outcomes, often referred to as Quantified Self [24].

Smartphone applications have several advantages in their potential to become a powerful tool to promote and stimulate physical activity [1,7,14]. Among others, they have a large reach and are easy accessible, users can carry them and access data anywhere and anytime, they can provide feedback opportunities, global positioning system data can be used, etc. [1,7]. Though smartphone can be considered as interesting platforms for (e-)coaching [25], most of the fitness and health related apps (only) provide feedback on performance, while tailored guidance is limited [2].

A smartphone is a non-specific sporting good, but when using a sport-related application it turns a general used product (non specific) into a sporting good [23]. Yet, literature regarding the use of smart phone applications by novice runners (and sports in general) is scarce. There is ample evidence that these applications have positive effects on sustainable sports participation. Some recent studies in the Netherlands showed that about 50% to 60% of the participants in open and recreational running events use running related smartphone applications [7,14,23]. This use shows a negative relation with running distance, running frequency and running experience [23]. The most used functionality is the tracking of distance and speed. The monitoring of heart rate and the use of personalized training schemes within these smartphone applications is limited [23,26]. A study among participants in a recreational running event, showed that users of running-related smartphone applications are (i) more likely to be more physically active and feel and live healthier, and (ii) have a higher intention to maintain their running behavior [7]. Although no causal relation was studied, these results are encouraging to further explore the possibilities of smartphone applications for sustainable participation in running.

1.3. Designing a personalized smartphone application for recreational runners

Inspirun, a personalized running-application for Android smartphones was developed for several reasons. First, cross-sectional user studies have shown that novice and less experienced runners run individual, without guidance. Moreover, these runners more often use smartphone applications than sports watches [14,23]. Second, smartphones provide a platform for developers to design third-party applications which can target specific groups, and have many advantages from both a users and a public perspective. Third, findings from previous studies suggest that the use of smartphone applications can contribute to the promotion of running and physical activity [7,14,23,24]. Fourth, technological solutions should take into account the variation in perspectives of individual runners: research has revealed that typologies of sports participants (based on motives and psychographic variables) can be distinguished which can be related to differences in needs, (running) perceptions, usage of products and services, etc. [14,27,28].

The main challenge however, is to design a running-related smartphone application which is able to tackle the two most important reasons for dropput in running among recreational runners; i.e. injuries and motivational lacks. This requires a design approach which is different compared to the research and design tradition behind most existing sports related smartphone applications and watches which focus on performance related aspects and are mainly based on underlying data models and design propositions directly derived from elite and competitive sports. Understanding the crossovers between personal (psychological, physiological, etc.), social (social support from family, peers, etc.), and environmental factors (setting, context, culture, policy, etc.) is key for the design and provision of products and services targeting mass sports participation and/or physical activity. Most of the existing design methodologies often have an unidisciplinary approach, although many user-driven research methods have been developed in the last decades [29-33]. Hence, the aim of this paper is to design a smartphone application which supports personalized running experiences and provides feedback, automatic adapted training schemes and coaching for less experienced runners. A multidisciplinary approach (combination of quantitative, qualitative and design strategy methods) will be followed which is suitable in developing personalized intelligent systems for recreational sports.
2. Methods

A three-step approach was used (see Figure 1). First, profiles of runners were developed (i.e., profiling). Second, in several multidisciplinary iterations essential features for the application development were distinguished, and the running-application was co-created with different experts and tailored to the needs of runners (i.e., designing). Third, the application was validated in context and qualitative feedback on the system was collected in user studies (i.e., validating).

![Fig. 1. Inspirun study design: a three-step approach](image)

2.1. Profiling

Based on detailed web-based survey data, collected among over 12,500 runners in the Eindhoven area (i.e., the Eindhoven Running Study (ERS)), profiles of runners were constructed based on psychographic characteristics. This approach was previously applied in large scale studies in Belgium [27,28]. The runners in the ERS were recruited mainly via open and recreational running events. These events can be considered as one of the sole settings in which both the group of individual and unorganized runners and the group of (club) organized runners can be targeted at the same time. A standardized online questionnaire, based on the Leuven Running Survey 2009 [34] was used to collect information on socio-demographic characteristics, running characteristics, and psychographic characteristics (such as motives and attitudes regarding running). A k-means clustering algorithm was applied to scale scores, which were derived from a principal components analysis on a set of 25 items regarding perceptions, opinions and motivation towards running (i.e., the psychographic characteristics). Based upon this PCA-analysis the items were grouped into four psychographic five-point scales, namely (1) running as a sports that is easy to practice ($D=0.750$, $M=4.2$; $SD=0.67$; 4 items), (2) perceived advantages of running ($D=0.866$, $M=4.0$; $SD=0.48$; 13 items), (3) individual motives for quitting ($D=0.704$, $M=3.1$; $SD=0.79$; 4 items), and (4) social motives for quitting ($D=0.845$, $M=1.6$; $SD=0.71$; 4 items). Next, the resulting profiles, based on event runners, were cross validated among individual runners in daily urban environments via a questionnaire approach.

2.2. Designing

The essential features for the application development were distinguished in multidisciplinary iterations, using qualitative research methods. First, five focus groups [35] with runners (group size 5-10 participants) were conducted in winter 2014-spring 2015. The objectives were threefold: (i) validating the constructed running profiles, (ii) review pro’s and con’s of smartphone applications and sports watches, and (iii) discuss desired features of the most ideal running application. The group dynamic was stimulated by the use of cards displaying the different runner profiles. Second, five mind mapping sessions with professionals and senior students from different disciplines (psychology, human movement sciences, industrial design and engineering) were organized in winter 2014 -spring 2015, on different locations. During these sessions the MoSCoW method was applied to define the essential features of the smartphone application [36,37]. As a result of the multidisciplinary iterations, the user requirements specifications were defined. Next, a first functional and esthetic design for the user interface was created, incorporating all the user screens and the logical order between these. This formed, after review, the starting point of the implementation project in which an end-user ready product was developed.

2.3. Validating

The application was validated in context and qualitative feedback on the system was collected in three user studies (n=28) in spring – winter 2015. In these user studies different versions of the application were evaluated and tested, using participative action research [38]. In user study 1, the first version (version 0.1) of the application was tested. A questionnaire with open-ended questions were used to gather qualitative data on five dimensions derived from the Mobile Application Rating Scale (MARS) [39]: (i) functionality, (ii) engagement, (iii) aesthetics, (iv) information and (v) app specific features. Based on the results of user study 1 the application was improved to a version 0.2. In user study 2 the same approach was used. Version 0.2 was tested and results form the open-ended questions were structured according to the earlier mentioned dimensions. Further improvements were implemented in version 0.3. The third user study focused especially on the novelty of the application. Features tested were: (i) match between provided training and running level and (ii) match between running profile and runner. In spring 2016 a larger scale validation study (n=100) will be enrolled using a quantitative intervention design (user study 4). Participants use the app for a period of 8-10 weeks and complete at least a full trainings schedule of 20 sessions. Before, during
and after this period, motivation and perceived advantages with regard running and to the use of app will be monitored over time. After completing a full trainings scheme, MARS will be used to measure quality of the application regarding the same five categories as previously used.

3. Results

3.1. Profiling

The cluster analysis on the scale scores resulted in four groups of runners: (i) social competitive runners, (ii) individual fitness runners, (iii) individual competitive runners, and (iv) social runners. Table 1 gives an overview of the main characteristics of these four groups of runners, revealing considerable differences in drivers, context, intensity and perceptions of running. This typology is consistent with previous studies based on large scale survey data. Differences in psychographic profiles were found to determine (i) participation in running, (ii) use and consumption of running related products and services, and (iii) training and guidance needs [27,28]. In order to be able to profile runners (based on psychographic characteristics) via the smartphone application, the original set of 25 items was reduced, using psychometric modelling, to a set of 12 dichotomous choices followed by a check question. In the five focus groups with runners in the designing phase (group size 5-10 participants) the constructed running profiles were validated, resulting in a strong match between the profiling and the perceptions of runners of their runner identity and experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Social competitive runners</th>
<th>Individual fitness runners</th>
<th>Individual competitive runners</th>
<th>Social runners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main driver</td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Running together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main running context</td>
<td>Sports club</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Running community/friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low / moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of practice</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived advantages of running</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual motives for quitting</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate/high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social motives for quitting</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Designing – essential features

The focus groups and the multidisciplinary iterations with professionals resulted in a list of six essential features: (i) start or improve running in a healthy and fun way, (ii) personalized training schedules that fits runners profiles, (iii) scheduling has to take in to account runners’ work-life balance, (iv) tailored feedback on progress while running (cf. runners profiles), (v) a combination of perceived intensity and body feedback (heart rate), GPS data (distance, location, route, time) to adjust selected training scheme for the next training session, and (iv) capture data which can be used for monitoring.

3.3. Designing – personalized training schedules

The application was developed to provide less experienced runners guidance to run in a sustainable and healthy manner. In order to be able to design an application which supports personalized running experiences and provides tailored feedback and coaching, the runners’ profile starting level, goal setting, personal training schedule, monitoring (GPS and heart rate) and feedback are all combined and implemented in the application. Furthermore, a personal running workload profile (PWP) is constructed. The PWP is adjusted after every training session according to the actual running performance. The application uses algorithms to learn from each training. This PWP is used to set and advice the runners’ running speed for the next training session. Hence, every (suggested) training is personalized and tailored feedback and coaching is provided in line with the psychographic profile. For example, individual competitive runners get feedback about their performance and are stimulated to achieve their targets, while social runners will receive more positive feedback and less performance related information.

A number of individual runner factors were taken into account. Starting with the runners’ current level in running, ranging from beginner with no (or limited) running experience, to experienced runner, able to run 60 minutes straight. The next step was to select running goals ranging from being able to run 5K straight to improving the runners’ 10K performance. Based on these two parameters a training schedule was chosen. Every schedule starts with three running sessions which are used to test the runner. The body feedback (heart rate), GPS-data (running speed) and perception of the intensity of the training (RPE-score) of these first sessions are used to create a PWP. This individual workload profile is used to personalize the training sessions (according to the monitored variables). Generally adapted training principles were taken into account in designing the training schedules [40-42]. Schedules consist of 20 training sessions in which variation and progression, according to the set goals, were the most important principles. Both distance training and interval training were used as training types. All training sessions ranged from moderate and vigorous intensities corresponding with perceived intensity levels 6 to 8 (based on RPE score on a 1-10 scale). Individuality and progression of the training were guaranteed by using personal RPE-score to define the individual running speed and heart rate. All this information was used to construct the training blocks within each training session.

The PWP was created through matching the monitored data, heart rate, mean running speed of the training blocks and perceived intensity, with the prescribed data. Adjustments within the personal running workload profile are made according to the last 6 training sessions. When starting a training session the runners’ perceived fitness at that moment is asked, in case the runner indicates that he feels not fit, the training intensity for that session is adjusted to a lower intensity level. In order to guide the runner to meet the prescribed training, feedback during the training session is based on the difference between the monitored
heart rate and the prescribed heart rate from the PWP. The feedback is given in running speed. For instance, when the runners’ heart rate is higher than prescribed, the runner is told to slow down a little. After each training session the runner has to indicate the perceived intensity level. The provided score is matched with the monitored data and taken as input and (as stated before) used together with body feedback and GPS-data to adjust the PWP.

3.4. Designing – end-user ready product

The implementation started with reverse engineering the API of the undocumented heart rate monitor (Wahoo TICKR X), followed by setting up the database structure to contain all training schedules and personal information. Step by step the various screens were added and tested, and specifications and user design modified along the process. After completion of the first alpha prototype for Android smartphones, three user studies were conducted, which input was used again to improve the application.

Inspirun is built with the Ionic Framework, and therefore is essentially a browser application, making heavy use of JavaScript and AngularJS. In addition, D3 is used for rendering vector graphics. A training session (see above) is the main ingredient for the Inspirun application. It bundles a considerable amount of sub-components together in order to provide an easy and intuitive interface to the entire training functionality of the application. A training session can only be started when there is an active GPS signal and connection to the Bluetooth heart rate monitor (see Figure 2).

The smallest pieces of information of a registered training are the data points. These are snapshots of an active training session, taken every 10 seconds. A data point stores vital information such as heart rate, running speed and GPS coordinates. In order to determine the block route, all data points coordinates are joined in an array of blocks. These blocks are subsequently combined in schemes. Schemes determine what kind of blocks each training consists of, how long these blocks are and the training intensity of the blocks. Each intensity level of a user is linked to both running speed and heart rate. Given an intensity profile and training results, Inspirun calculates how precisely a runner followed his personal schedule, or rather, how compliant he was to the target speed and heart rate per training block.

The training schedule is the combination of multiple training sessions, the associated blocks of that training, and a snapshot of the current user profile. With this information the runner may be presented an overview of the training to be done. In addition, this allows easy retrieval of target speed and heart rate at any moment during the training.

3.5. Validating

The main results of the three user studies are provided in Table 2. The majority of the participants were positive about the personal approach and expect that this app will have a positive effect on their motivation and ability to run. In the user studies, both experienced and unexperienced runners have participated (n=28). In user study 1, participants used version 0.1 of Inspirun. The results (see Table 2) were categorized according to the five dimensions (based on MARS) [39], which resulted in a number of improvements in version 0.2: (i) greater accuracy in running speed, (ii) implementation of sound and spoken feedback matching the psychographic profiles, (iii) ability to pause and abort a training session, (iv) more clear overview of the training session and (iv) several minor technical issues were solved. Next, experienced runners and researchers participated in user study 2. Again open-ended questions were categorized and as resulted in following improvements: (i) alignment between spoken feedback/information and provided training intensity, (ii) being able to scroll through full training history, and (iii) training session adapts PRP when you choose the ‘not fit’ option. The third user study was aimed especially on the fifth dimension: app specific features. Only some minor bug fixes like: pausing the music was not aligned with spoken feedback, volume of spoken feedback varies randomly and some crashes when saving training sessions needed to be fixed. In spring 2016 a version 1.0 will be released, results from user study 3 will be implemented.

Table 2. Results of three user studies sorted by the dimensions derived from the Mobile Application Rating Scale [38]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User study 1</th>
<th>User study 2</th>
<th>User study 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User type</td>
<td>Experienced / unexperienced runners 04/2015-06/2015</td>
<td>Experienced runners / researchers 09/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Satisfaction with personalized approach</td>
<td>- Spoken instructions and feedback are appraised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback on running speed is good but only provided through visual and vibration cues on the smartphone, audio feedback is</td>
<td>- Instruction at the start of a training block and feedback during a training block are mixed up in some cases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper showed that intelligent systems such as smartphone applications can have a key role in stimulating physical activity and sustainable sports participation. However, this requires more differentiated and effective approaches to target recreational and less experienced participants and a distinctive envisioning of societal and personal needs. Understanding the crossovers between personal (psychological, physiological, etc.), social (social support from family, peers, etc.), and environmental factors (setting, context, culture, policy, etc.) requires a multidisciplinary approach which is key for the design and provision of products and services targeting mass sports participation. The professionals involved in the designing phase were positive about the complementarity between disciplines, and participants in the user studies emphasized that the personal approach would have a positive affect on their motivation (i.e., reduction of motivational drop-out). Moreover, the majority of the participants have indicated that the app guided them in running at a lower intensity (i.e., prevention of injuries). Nevertheless, more work needs to be done, and more evidence is needed (about the efficiency and effectiveness), to further improve the design approach which was suggested in this paper.

The novelty of **Inspirun**, an intelligent system for recreational runners, is the combination of a personalized coaching approach with the automatic adjustment of training schemes based on biofeedback and GPS-data. Results from three user studies are promising; participants were very satisfied with the personalized approach, both in the profiling and de-adaptation of their training scheme. It is suggested that applications, in terms of monitoring sports performance and targeted guidance, can have an impact on sports participation, vitality and active living in urban environments. However, further research is needed to study long-term effects of a personalized sports related smartphone application such as **Inspirun**.
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